Infinite Forestry Consulting Ltd. is an Alberta based group of forestry professionals that was incorporated in 1995 and is headquartered in Grande Prairie. We have been supplying forest services to local mills, municipal governments, and the Alberta provincial government for the past 25 years in a wide variety of roles ranging from direct field services to multi-million dollar project management.

CONTACT

FAX: 780-830-2477

EMAIL: Brian.reid@infiniteforestry.ca

JOB OPPORTUNITIES

Infinite Forestry has immediate job opportunities available for the upcoming Mountain Pine Beetle season in Alberta. We are currently looking for Mountain Pine Beetle Quality Inspector personnel for work throughout the Province as well as Fall & Burn personnel for the same geographic area.

Quality Inspection Personnel
This work involves interpreting and applying the Province of Alberta procedures for Mountain Pine Beetle Survey and Control work. The Quality Inspectors review the field work completed by other contractors and ensure the work has been completed to an acceptable standard.

- Must have a minimum 150 days of Mountain Pine Beetle (MPB) survey experience OR 50 days of MPB survey experience AND a current professional forestry designation
- Must be physically fit as the day consists of large amounts of walking and snowmobiling in a wide variety of snow and weather conditions
- Must be detail oriented with a focus on producing high quality, error free reports

Fall & Burn Personnel
The Fall & Burn personnel typically work as part of a 2 or 3 person crew to burn trees currently infested with MPB as a means of reducing the beetle population. Each crew must have at least one certified Faller and anyone using a chainsaw must be certified to at least the Bucker classification.

- Must be physically fit as the work is extremely demanding
- Must be able to navigate off road using compass and GPS
- Must be able to effectively handle, operate, and maintain a snowmobile as that becomes your primary mode of transportation other than walking

SEASON

Work will begin in early November for Quality Inspection personnel and early December for Fall & Burn and run through until the end of March 2020.

There may be an opportunity for some individuals to start sooner as part of current FireSmart projects.